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All eyes on...

Publishers: Introducing ‘new’ Elsevier

Researchers: What’s it like to do research in 2016?

Libraries: How will they develop?
Introducing the ‘new’ Elsevier
From publishing content...

As a company we have our roots in the tradition of publishing...

And our vision focused on modern technology & the internet society...

To data-driven content services...
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What about the future?

"Content only will not be the future, it will be about solutions around content."

Claus Grossmann, Regional Account Director
Elsevier
What’s it like to do research in 2016?
The world of science is changing - and so are researchers...

Social Network of Science
Sharing ideas, results, data

Literature Discovery
Finding relevant research information

Electronic Lab Notebooks
Tracking experiments, results & data

Publishing, peer review, reputation
Publishing research & evaluating impact
What are the ambitions of today’s researchers?

- Evaluate & read articles
- More rewarding peer review
- Manage research data
- Understand my impact
- Stay up to date
- Publish effectively
- Take editorial decisions
- Collaborate
- Organise my work
- Secure funding
- Showcase my work
- More rewarding peer review
What can publishers do to support?
Researchers’ needs call for integrated workflows.
And while researchers are making use of these new elements... they are ticking many boxes on the Open Science list.
What role do libraries take on in this change?
What can libraries do to support the research process?


Dr. Rafael Ball, Direktor Bibliothek ETH Zürich/
NZZ am Sonntag (7.2.2016)
Technical skills are important [for librarians]. But these are to blend with the traditional skills (communication, outreach, marketing, management and leadership skills). The main agreement [of the panel] was that librarians need to communicate, and reach out and become leaders in the data community.

Dr. Noelle Gracy, Director Community Engagement Elsevier
http://bcove.me/hzhrn02l video

We need to show [the researchers] what benefit is in for them if they use a library.

Dr. Heiner Schnelling, Director University Library Frankfurt

In my library dream team, I would love to have communication experts, it’s the communication that matters to our customers and university bodies...I would love to have communication, entrepreneurship and leadership.

Dr. Heiner Schnelling, Director University Library Frankfurt

How can libraries improve their perception as partners?
Time for some plain-talking...

Which are the most urgent challenges on your mind?
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Publish

While you are in the lab, compiling your data

How to get credit for your research data?

Put your research data online today
so it can be cited, shared and secure

For datasets big and small
Store your research data online

Quickly and easily upload files of any type and we will host your research data for you. Your experimental research data will have a permanent home on the web that you can refer to.
How to get credit for your research data?

Data in Brief provides a way for researchers to easily share and reuse each other’s datasets by publishing data articles that:

- Thoroughly describe your data, facilitating reproducibility.
- Make your data, which is often buried in supplementary material, easier to find.
- Increase traffic towards associated research articles and data, leading to more citations.
- Open up doors for new collaborations.

Because you never know what data will be useful to someone else, Data in Brief welcomes submissions that describe data from all research areas.
Search for research data across domains and types, from many domain-specific, cross-domain and institutional data repositories.

https://datasearch.elsevier.com/#

Try: cosmic microwave radiation, frog phylogeny or protein structure prediction

DataSearch is in development. We welcome your feedback and ideas to help us improve.
Available Content Innovations

We've worked with hundreds of researchers to develop subject-specific article features designed to enrich and add context to your work. Listed below are all the options listed by functionality. To search and filter on your subject area or journal of interest please go to Search Innovations.

Content innovations marked with * are automatically generated and do not require additional material from the author.

For general instructions for artwork, audio, video and multimedia please refer to the Artwork and Media Instructions.

Search here for more innovations

https://www.elsevier.com/books-and-journals/content-innovation/search
Do research, Collaborate, Manage results, Evaluate

One network for all your research needs...

Revolutionizing the way you do research

For individual researchers, teams and groups

Mendeley is a free reference manager and an academic social network. Manage your research, showcase your work, connect and collaborate with over five million researchers worldwide.

Create a free account

Download for free on: Mac, Windows, Android
Do research, Collaborate, Manage results, Evaluate

- Connect with colleagues and join new communities
- Receive personal stats on how your work is used
- Promote your work and interests to a global audience
- Share your work with other researchers
- Showcase your work with your Mendeley profile...
Suggest uses sophisticated algorithms to draw four sets of distinct recommendations for the research content that is most relevant for you.
Collaborate, Manage results, Evaluate

How is your research doing?